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Translating cultural studies
Giulia Pelillo-Hestermeyer

Department of Romance Studies, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

ABSTRACT
This paper engages with the transculturalization of Cultural Studies by focusing
on the theoretical and political implications of translating it. This is a question
that has been discussed over the years, especially in the context of the global
spread and the institutionalization (or lack thereof) of cultural studies in
universities outside of Britain in the early 1990s. In this context cultural
studies practitioners have questioned the very use of labels such as
‘internationalization’ or ‘globalization’, and expressed concerns about
whether its expansion would happen at the expense of its distinctiveness. I
pick up this discussion while re-framing it from a perspective which focuses
on the politics of translation. I argue that translation is not a linear or
automatic process (you bring something from A to B and it gets translated),
but a collective work which is translingual, trans- and extradisciplinary. From
this perspective, cultural studies has always been characterized by a strong
commitment to translation. If labels such as ‘British’ or ‘American’ cultural
studies obscure this commitment, this is because of a narrow understanding
of translation as a cultural practice. In light of these considerations, I point to
translation as a fundamental means to oppose cultural elitism, and the
fragmentation of intellectual engagement produced by disciplinary,
(inter)nationalizing and globalizing trends. Against this background, the
paper stresses the potential of translation work with respect to re-thinking
cultural studies’ distinctiveness in the current conjuncture.

KEYWORDS Translation; transculturality; globalization; language diversity; cultural studies;
disciplinarity

Translation as negotiation: introduction

In his book ‘Dire quasi la stessa cosa’,1 Umberto Eco offers a very concise
definition of translation as ‘saying almost the same thing’ (Eco 2003). While
acknowledging that it is impossible to say exactly the same thing in
different languages, he poses the question of how flexible that ‘almost’
needs to be or should be. Eco shows in his analysis that the flexibility of
that ‘almost’ depends on criteria that need to be negotiated in advance.
Moreover, he points to the fact that in order to negotiate those criteria, the
translator needs to have a clear idea of what both ‘saying’ and ‘the thing’
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mean. This process of clarification is not understood as a strategy to achieve
‘the’ definitive translation, but rather to stimulate the translator to reflect
upon a fundamental ambivalence: on the one hand, their own, personal,
practice of translating (the ‘saying’, that is what they do when they translate);
on the other, the core aspects of ‘the thing’ that have to be maintained in the
translated outcome. For example, if you translate a poem you can decide to
privilege the rhythm over the semantics or the reverse, thus giving up some
aspects of the text in order to save what is most relevant to the context
(Eco 2003, p. 83). Translating always implies negotiating, choosing what
is essential and what becomes secondary in another, possible world
(Eco 2003, p. 45–46).

I want to use Eco’s considerations to re-frame the debate about ‘translat-
ing’ cultural studies, which exploded in the 1990s and has continued ever
since. The debate was originally stimulated by a series of key-events and pub-
lications – such as ‘the’ big conference at the University of Illinois (1990) fol-
lowed by the publication of the anthology ‘cultural studies’ (Grossberg et al.
1992); then the conferences in Taipei (1992) and in Tampere (1996) which
attracted scholars from outside the anglophone world, testifying to the
spread of cultural studies outside Britain and its institutionalization in
different contexts. For many scholars it was rapidly clear that such process
could not be naively regarded as a simple success story, but that it bore
the risk for cultural studies being institutionalized as a traditional discipline,
and thus losing its distinctive potential in terms of political engagement:
Would cultural studies lose its interventionist commitment and become
just another set of theories? Would academia become the principal site of cul-
tural studies, despite its strong extra-academic commitment? Would it be
monetized to increase the profit of neoliberal university politics? Would it
end up being absorbed by the state instead of destabilizing classist, racist,
patriarchal, hegemonic structures in general? Despite the variety of contexts
in which this discussion has taken place, both in oral and written forms, the
central concern has been constant: namely that the heterogeneity of cultural
studies trajectories – in terms of theories, methods, practitioners doing it, and
especially institutions involved – would happen, or has happened, at the cost
of its distinctiveness.

Against this backdrop, I do not aim to offer a definitive answer to what the
‘saying’ and ‘the thing’ (cultural studies) mean or should mean in a general
fashion. Instead, I look at cultural studies as a transcultural project by using
translation (and the politics of translation) as a lens to examine its trajectories
(section Cultural studies through a translational lens). I suggest that we
understand translating cultural studies as a specific way of doing cultural
studies, which includes, but is not limited to, an emphasis on linguistic diver-
sity. In section ‘Cultural studies and Kulturwissenschaften in light of trans-
lation’, I focus on the mentioned ambivalence that characterizes translation
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processes – namely the difficult balance between being loyal to the ‘source’
and needing to select what is relevant to the context – by discussing the com-
plicated relationship between cultural studies and the predominantly germa-
nophone Kulturwissenschaft(en). In this context, I discuss current debates
and academic practices which characterize cultural studies/Kulturwis-
senschaft(en) in Germany, and which touch upon the complicated relation-
ship between cultural studies and institutions. I turn then to my personal
experience of ‘saying’: that is, doing linguistics and cultural studies in the
context of the so-called ‘Foreign Language Studies’ (Fremdsprachenphilolo-
gien) in Germany, particularly in the Romance studies (section Translating cul-
tural studies in the Foreign Language Studies). Here I emphasize the
emancipatory potential of cultural studies and of translingual practice with
respect to questioning the boundary between the Self and the Other
inscribed into frameworks of knowledge, university practices and the market-
ization of linguistic resources which characterize both language studies in
Europe and European immigration societies at large. Against this back-
ground, whenever I quote non-anglophone texts in the paper, I translate
the original source into English in my text for readers who are not fluent in
the respective languages. On the other hand, I point to the original source
in the footnote in order to:

(1). Emphasize the plurivocal and translingual nature of the arguments;
(2). Prevent the impression that anglophone texts originate from monolin-

gual discourses;
(3). Offer the readers access to the multilingual sources, thus giving them the

opportunity to make sense of them in the ways they will find adequate.
All in all, as I will explain more extensively in section ‘Translating cultural
studies in the Foreign Language Studies’, I aim to ‘normalize’ linguistic
hybridity in academic practice. However, I do not mean to say that trans-
lating cultural studies necessarily requires mastering multiple national
languages. In section ‘Translating cultural studies in the Foreign
Language Studies’ I stress that it rather requires thinking in translation,
acknowledging the diversity of any community despite the homolingual
mode characterizing hegemonic frameworks of knowledge, academic
practices, and political-cultural fields of power in general.

Cultural studies through a translational lens

In the early years of the debate on the internationalization of cultural studies,
Jon Stratton and Ien Ang addressed its transcultural trajectories in the essay
‘On the Impossibility of a global cultural studies – “British” cultural studies in
an “international” frame’. They start their argument by recalling Tony Bennett:
‘cultural studies comprises less a specific theoretical and political tradition or
discipline than a gravitational field in which a number of intellectual
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traditions have found a provisional rendez-vous’ (Stratton and Ang 1996,
p. 360). They stress that such a rendez-vous is not characterized by

a proper “object” of study and a fixed theoretical paradigm (as it is the case in
traditional academic disciplines) but, in Bennett’s words, “a shared commitment
to examining cultural practices from the point of view of their intrication with,
and within, relations of power” (Stratton and Ang 1996, p. 360)

In this context, Stratton and Ang (1996, p. 361) pose the question: ‘how can
this “international” rendez-vous be meaningful according to the (political)
standards of cultural studies itself?’. As a side note on linguistic diversity, I
find it significant that the French word ‘rendez-vous’ becomes a key-word
in the essay. Without overinterpreting it, I think this offers an example of
how language differences encourage us to imagine things differently. I will
come back to this issue in section ‘Translating cultural studies in the
Foreign Language Studies’. Back to Stratton and Ang’s essay: they stress
that the culture of cultural studies is not free from power relations (e.g. the
prevalence of the anglophone sphere) and that a rendez-vous cannot be
meaningful if different traditions of cultural studies are defined in terms of
national difference understood in a normative sense: such as opposing
British to Spanish or Brazilian cultural studies (Stratton and Ang 1996,
p. 363–364). It is also important to escape the opposition between ‘universal’
and ‘particular’ cultural studies: ‘what cultural studies needs to do if it wants
to avoid universalization is not just valorize any asserted particularity, but
reflect on the concrete processes of particularization itself, and to interrogate
its politics’ (Stratton and Ang 1996, p. 366). In the attempt to make the
rendez-vous meaningful, Stratton and Ang highlight the need to overcome
the international paradigm

by carving out speaking positions and discursive trajectories which are both
partial and non-exclusive, both transnationally transportable and contextually
specific, both open for conversation and negotiation and subject to critique
and reflexivity as these positions and trajectories meet and, sometimes, clash
with each other in a continuing rendez-vous. (Stratton and Ang 1996, p. 361)

In their conclusions, Stratton and Ang emphasize that precisely the dynamics
between these different speaking positions can contribute to cultural studies
practices which are ‘neither universalist nor particularist (in the nationalist
sense), but are both partial (in a positive [self]critical sense) and at the
same time aware of their own distinctiveness in relation to each other’ (Strat-
ton and Ang 1996, p. 387). In this context, I want to pinpoint that the ideo-
logical assumption of the unity of languages (which I will problematize
more explicitly in section ‘Translating cultural studies in the Foreign Language
Studies’) nurtures the idea that labels like ‘the anglophone’ and ‘the national’
remain homogeneous entities opposed to each other: an attitude which is at
the core of their critique. Naoki Sakai has spoken in this regard of the
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‘homolingual address regime’: namely the ideology that assumes that a
specific language –whichever it may be – correspond to a homogenous com-
munity, and that translating accordingly means transferring meaning from a
language to another, from one audience to another one (Sakai 1997, p. 51–
52). The homolingual regime contributes to reproducing a binary distinction
between global and national readerships, to the extent it assumes that by
using English one would address an international readership, whereas by
writing in a different language one would address a local or national reader-
ship. Evidently such an assumption fosters in turn the dynamic of cosmopo-
litanism vs. particularism, which is an important aspect of the problem. As a
matter of fact, the ‘homolingual address regime’ is not only a problem of a
linguistic nature, nor is it only a problem of non-anglophone speakers.
Meaghan Morris (2006) emphasizes in this context how the globalization
and the neoliberalization of academic structures from the 1990s to today
have sharpened the opposition between ‘global’ and ‘local’ academic struc-
tures in Australia, thus reinforcing asymmetries and minimizing the realistic
chances for academic work to reach non-academic publics. She points, for
example, to the fact that the Australian federal research funding policy press-
ures scholars to target their work at a U.S. readership to get it published there
before it is then distributed to an Australian readership (2006, p. 3–4). In order
to oppose these tendencies, it becomes therefore necessary to act both on a
communicative and on an institutional level. On the communicative level,
Morris follows Sakai’s invitation to adopt a heterolingual speaking position,
one that ‘does not abide by the normalcy of reciprocal and transparent com-
munication, but instead assumes that every utterance can fail to communi-
cate because heterogeneity is inherent in any medium, linguistic or
otherwise’ (Sakai 1997, p. 8). In her book ‘Identity Anecdotes’, for example,
Morris uses anecdotes as a communicative strategy in order to catch the
attention of her readers (both academics and non-academics) and stimulate
them to adopt a critical proximity to the objects of her study. On an insti-
tutional level, she points to the transnational community of the ‘Inter-Asia
Cultural Studies’ network, and the collective of ‘Traces: A multilingual
Journal of Cultural Theory and Translation’, which publishes each article in
Chinese, English, Japanese and Korean, thus encouraging the authors to
address readers of all these languages independently of the language in
which they choose to write (Morris 2006, p. 5–10). Both examples (using anec-
dotes to open up the communication to a non-academic readership, and
writing texts for heterolingual readerships) demonstrate that doing cultural
studies in translation does not necessarily require using multiple idioms,
but rather doing justice to the diversity of any community also while using
what speakers learn to call a language. From this perspective, cultural
studies has been heterolingual from its very beginning, to the extent it
engaged, for example, in adult education, reached out to the world outside
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academia, emphasized the plurality of speaking positions obscured by
labels such as ‘British’, including the unequal relationships of power charac-
terizing them.

Souleymane Bachir Diagne (2019) encourages philosophers to become
philosophers-translators, that is, to remain aware that, whatever idiom we
use, it is always one amongmany. Against the background of a history of phil-
osophy which has developed around the use of specific hegemonic
languages (e.g. Greek or German) and has derived the untranslatability of
philosophy from the fact that we think in languages, Bachir Diagne pleads
for philosophizing from language to language, or between languages
(Bachir Diagne 2019, p. 16–20). He suggests therefore not to surrender to lin-
guistic diversity by stating the impossibility to translate, but to come out of
the ‘universalism of the Logos’ to comprehend that ‘the universal is evaluated
in the text of translation’ (Bachir Diagne 2019, p. 20). Coming out of the uni-
versalism of the Logosmeans for Bachir Diagne that also African languages as
all other languages should be or become again, through translation,
languages of modern philosophy. He recalls in this context the idea of
‘lateral universalism’ proposed by Maurice Merleau Ponty (1960):

The equipment of our social being can be dismantled and reconstructed by
the voyage, as we are able to learn to speak other languages. This provides
a second way to the universal: no longer the overarching universal of a
strictly objective method, but a sort of lateral universal which we acquire
through ethnological experience and its incessant testing of the self
through the other person and the other person through the self. It is a ques-
tion of constructing a general system of reference in which the point of view
of the native, the point of view of the civilized man, and the mistaken views
each has of the other can all find a place – that is of constituting a more com-
prehensive experience which becomes in principle accessible to men of a
different time and country. (Merleau-Ponty 1960, p. 119–120, as quoted by
Bachir Diagne 2019, p. 20)

Thinking between language practices is a vital issue for any interventionist
intellectual project. I want to stress this point by referring to Antonio Grams-
ci’s critique of the intellectuals and politicians in the context of the so-called
‘Southern Question’. Originally, the ‘Southern Question’ was a term used by
Italian politicians and bourgeoisie intellectuals in the post-Unification era of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The term pointed to the
underdevelopment of the South, following the ideology of progress as a
linear process typical of Modernity which also characterized the colonial
imagination and rationality. Gramsci problematizes this way of thinking
and poses the ‘Southern Question’ as a question of the whole nation, not
only as a problem of the South. He points to the fact that the historical,
social, economic and cultural problems of the South are the result of cultural
and political incompetence, if not ignorance, of the political and intellectual
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class. Instead of constructing the unity of the nation by addressing the social
fragmentation and the profound inequalities characterizing the South, the
politicians and the intellectuals had simply marginalized the South and con-
tributed to its further fragmentation and exclusion from the ‘modern’ project.
Their subjectivity and speaking position, to recall the problem mentioned
above, had been either a cosmopolitan one (like for example that of the
Northern bourgeoisie who was completely ignorant of the Southern
culture and of its deeply rooted social inequalities) or a particularistic one
(like that of the Southern landowners, who aimed in the first place to
defend their privileges). The only valid approach to the Southern question
was, according to Gramsci, to develop politics (economic, social and cultural
politics) which were at the same time national and popular: national, because
they would put the distinctiveness of the different parts of the country in
relation to each other; popular, because they would represent the interests
of multiple parts of the society instead of marginalizing the subaltern ones
(the peasants and the workers).

One further side note on translation: Gramsci’s intuition of the importance
of national-popular politics has lost much of its strength in the Italian context
(and elsewhere) because the compound word ‘national-popular’ has been
abused in common sense discourses, thus losing distinctiveness in both
semantic and political terms. The anthropologist Fabio Dei (2018) has
shown how the academic practice in Italy, by perpetuating a disciplinary
boundary between anthropology and media studies, has continued to
keep the field of folklore separated from ‘modern’ forms of the popular
until recently. As a consequence, not only have conceptualizations of
popular been different, but the systematic marginalization of specific social
groups and identities have been fostered by academic practice.2 From
today’s perspective, we have to acknowledge that Gramsci had great fore-
sight when he emphasized, while stressing its great creative potential, the
popular stood in the way of the revolution because of its subaltern position.
In his view, Italian intellectuals were a major part of the problem because of
their ‘cosmopolitanism’, which has hindered the formation of what he calls a
‘historic block’ (un blocco storico): an alliance with the multiple ‘other’ speak-
ing positions within Italian society. In an essay on ‘Translating Gramsci in the
Current Conjuncture’, Stefan Kipfer and Gillian Hart (2013) stress that,

for Gramsci, the question of how to organize the revolution was at the heart of
translation. The founding of the mass communist party and, more specifically,
the strategy of the united front (centered on workers and peasants) was for
him crucial to revolutionary strategy in an Italian conjuncture defined by the
defeat of revolutionary mobilization, deep divisions between subaltern forces,
and the rise of fascism. In the revolutionary center of gravity that Gramsci
called the Modern Prince in the Prison Notebooks, translating practice was
about rendering coherent otherwise fragmentary common sense rather than
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making reality “conform to [an] abstract schema” (Gramsci Q6, §86; SPN 200).
(Kipfer and Hart 2013, p. 337–338)

For Gramsci, translating was nothing less than the most important contri-
bution intellectuals could make to the revolution. Intellectuals have to trans-
late if they want to produce societal change. As long as intellectuals stay in
their cosmopolitan, universalist universe, they will not produce any societal
change. They can only protect their class privilege.

In an inspiring work of and on translation, Iain Chambers and Marta Car-
iello (2019) recall Antonio Gramsci’s writings on the Southern Question by
extending the focus from the South of Italy (the Southern Question) to the
Mediterranean (the Mediterranean Question, as the title ‘La questione medi-
terranea’ suggests). They pick up from Gramsci’s critique of the cosmopolitan
intellectuals in order to point to a ‘Mediterranean’ question that results from
Eurocentric and colonial ways of thinking and acting in the Mediterranean.
They argue that the culturally constructed boundary between the North
and the South of the Mediterranean reproduces and reinforces the political
and economic marginalization of Africa and of the global South. In this
context, they call for alternative ‘maps’ of the Mediterranean, which would
be suitable to display a fluid geography, a migrant Mediterranean. This rep-
resents a political counter-project in opposition to the Eurocentric ‘Mediter-
ranean Crisis’, which, they suggest, is a crisis constructed in order to
maintain cultural, economic and political privileges. Such a counter-project
is based on translation, which in this context is a process of re-mapping.
Re-mapping does not mean adding or substituting new maps to the old
ones, but intersecting and overlapping multiple maps (Chambers and Cariello
2019, p. 61):

The ‘voices from elsewhere’, even if they are immersed in the dynamic of late
capitalist market (including the academic one) have introduced other
languages – in all senses of the term – which undermine the basis of
Western humanism.3

Following this perspective, for Chambers and Cariello, writing the history
of the Mediterranean means grasping multilingual, reticular narratives and
acknowledging multiple temporalities, because both the subaltern and the
hegemonic narratives and temporalities intertwine in history. If you want
to write a story about Mediterranean women poets, for example, it will not
be enough to add the names and the stories of multiple women to the patri-
archal history of literature. Rather, you will need to acknowledge different
modes of language (such as orality) in order to understand other logics and
other aesthetics (Chambers and Cariello 2019, p. 72–73). If you want to
write a Mediterranean art history, you will have to take into account the
unequal distribution of UNESCO world heritage sites: whereas in Europe,
they largely consist of cities, in the Middle East and in Africa, they are more
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often natural sites (Chambers and Cariello 2019, p. 67–68). Such unequal dis-
tribution mirrors

profound differences with respect to material wealth, but also a different
relationship between humans and the environment; moreover, it narrates a
specific vision of the categories of ‘monumental’ and ‘vernacular’, and of a
dichotomized vision of what is ‘urban’ and what is ‘not urban’, what is city
and what is countryside.4 (Chambers and Cariello 2019, p. 68)

Universalism and Cosmopolitanism, they conclude, appear asymmetrical
in such a Mediterranean perspective, and ‘much more political than what
they declare themselves to be’ (Chambers and Cariello 2019, p. 69).

In this context, translating requires the development of alternative strat-
egies to universalism and particularism with respect to the politics of heritage
and preservation of the past. Such a process consists of re-thinking terms and
methodologies, and re-mapping knowledge, geographies and boundaries. It
is a form of political engagement which leads to extra-disciplinary conse-
quences. With this in mind, I will now turn to the politics of translating cul-
tural studies and Kulturwissenschaften in Germany.

Cultural studies and Kulturwissenschaften in light of
translation

‘Kulturwissenschaften’ is, on a literal level, the closest translation of cultural
studies into German. On the other hand, such literal translation is far too
reductive because of the profound differences between cultural studies
and Kulturwissenschaften with respect to their specific trajectories. In the
late 1990s, when the aforementioned discussion about the internationaliza-
tion of cultural studies spread, Ulf Wuggenig (1998) published an article in
which he highlighted strong discrepancies between cultural studies and Kul-
turwissenschaft – in singular5 (I will come back to this subtle and yet signifi-
cant distinction later in this section). These discrepancies were reflected in
their respective histories (cultural studies emerged at the margin of the aca-
demic system, whereas Kulturwissenschaft developed at the core of it, as
marked by the label ‘-wissenschaft’), in the different attention paid to
‘popular culture’ (which was at the centre of cultural studies research, but
far less important in Kulturwissenschaft), in the fundamental political engage-
ment of cultural studies compared to Kulturwissenschaft, and in their
different understandings of interdisciplinarity (more commonly based on
the cooperation between academics of different disciplines in Kulturwis-
senschaft, but as an individual overcoming of academic boundaries in cultural
studies) (Wuggenig 1998). More recently, Ansgar Nünning (2014), after recal-
ling the different genealogies and traditions of, respectively, ‘German Kultur-
wissenschaften’ and ‘British and American cultural studies’, pleads for
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critically deconstructing national traditions of approaching the cultural, and
for developing transnational approaches in the context of translational fra-
meworks. Doris Bachmann-Medick (2014a, 2014b) points to a translational
turn in the humanities and in the social sciences as the context in which
the germanophone Kulturwissenschaften would become transculturalized.
In this context, she explicitly recalls Stuart Hall, who pointed to a process
of multidirectional translation as a meaningful form of travelling for cultural
studies. In Hall’s words, translation means:

a continuous process of re-articulation and re-contextualization, without any
notion of a primary origin. So I am not using it in the sense that cultural
studies was ‘really’ a fully formed western project and is now taken up else-
where. I mean that whenever it enters a new cultural space, the terms
change; and, exactly as you find in any re-articulation and disarticulation,
some elements remain the same, because clearly there are certain points,
certain terms and concepts in common, but then there are also new elements
which change the configuration. (Hall 1996, p. 394)

For Bachmann-Medick a translational turn questions the centrality of hege-
monic Knowledge (with capital K) frameworks and objects by highlighting
the plurality of speaking positions (‘Vielschichtigkeit von Handlungspositio-
nen’, Bachmann-Medick 2016b, p. 50). Translation thus cannot be reduced
to a theoretical concept, but is instead a process in which societal trans-
formations and interactions are empirically analysed in ‘translation steps’
by comparing multiple speaking positions and frameworks of knowledge
(Bachmann-Medick 2016b, p. 53). Evidently such a process implies provin-
cializing the ‘Wissenschaft’, understood as an absolute system of knowl-
edge through a thorough process of self-reflection (Bachmann-Medick
2016b, p. 53). Moreover, it implies using empirical analysis to question
values and ethics which are taken for granted in normative systems of
knowledge and common sense assumptions. Bachmann-Medick (2014b)
sees translation as a social practice which expands far beyond academic
fields. For example, she analyses human rights as a matter of translation
(Bachmann-Medick 2012) by pointing, on the one hand, to the many
different ideas and foundations of human rights circulating transnationally,
despite the supposed universality of their principles. On the other hand,
she stresses that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which is
praised by the UN on its official website as ‘the document most translated
– indeed the most “universal” – in the world’, is in fact a ‘translation
without original’. The ‘original’ document is the result of multiple partial
translations of other texts, as well as of a long and complex process of
negotiations of different and conflicting concepts, values, and political
objectives (Bachmann-Medick 2012, p. 336–337). A multitude of diplomats,
intellectuals and politicians have contributed to such negotiations (Liu
2014). Human rights appear, following Bachmann-Medick (2012, p. 338–
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339), as a matter of translation to the extent their negotiation is still
ongoing and unfinished: they are formed through and in translation.

Translation work is understood here evidently not only as transdisciplinary,
but also as extradisciplinary, and as such very much in sync with cultural
studies’ understandings of intellectual engagement. But then, if the cultural
turns have opened up and contributed to the diversification of knowledge
frameworks, why do meaningful rendez-vous between cultural studies and
Kulturwissenschaften continue to be the exception rather than the norm? I
do not delve deep into the history of this troubled relationship, which has
been carefully examined by many scholars who have personally experienced
it. In this regard, I point to the recent volume edited by Johanna Dorer,
Roman Horak and Matthias Marschik (2021), which offers an overview over
the diversity of the trajectories not only of cultural studies in Austria and
Germany, but also of the cultural studies practitioners themselves. In the fol-
lowing, I will rather focus in particular on the aspects of this problem which
challenge the development of translational frameworks today.

One of the principal challenges is to adjust a truly trans- and extradisciplin-
ary project to the disciplinary structures of academic institutions. Udo Gött-
lich has repeatedly pointed to this problem by describing the German
trajectory of cultural studies (Göttlich 2001, 2013, 2021). In an article on ‘Cul-
tural studies and sociology of culture in Germany: relations and interrelations’
(Göttlich 2013), he points to the different traditions of cultural criticism
rooted in academic disciplines dealing with culture and communication in
Germany (e.g. sociology of culture, Kulturwissenschaft, ethnology, anthropol-
ogy, educational science, media and literary studies). He highlights the
difficulty of combining them in the German-speaking context, not only
with cultural studies, but even with each other (Göttlich 2013, p. 40).

Exiting the comfort zone of the disciplines requires dealing with conse-
quent intellectual and material challenges. It means for example challenging
the authority of ‘classical’, ‘standard’ texts, and theoretical and methodologi-
cal tools. Moreover, it means recognizing that the very question ‘what is
important?’ is a matter of translation. What questions are worth investi-
gating? What problems do need to be addressed? There is no universal
answer to these questions. But if you stay within the comfort zone of a disci-
pline, and even within certain understandings of interdisciplinarity, it will be
less urgent for you to need to explain why specific questions are important to
ask, or why you want to work in a specific way. This also has implications for
access to material resources. It is not a coincidence that proposals for research
grants require scholars to sketch a ‘state of the art’ in which applicants are
asked to contextualize their project within a specific research background,
which include the questions and the problems that have emerged in that
specific ‘subject area’ – ‘state of the art in the specific subject area’ is the
first section of the standard proposal form of the Deutsche
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Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), the German national research agency, which
is organized around disciplinary boards. If you work across disciplines, and
even more so if you pose questions which lie outside of disciplinary contexts,
you can only hope that the referees who will evaluate your project will under-
stand your perspective, since the chances that they work in the same ‘subject
area’ are slim.

The politics of knowledge and the distribution of resources have contin-
ued to follow disciplinary boundaries, even though self-criticism has charac-
terized many fields within the study of culture. This problem seems to
trouble not only the German, but also the Austrian trajectories of cultural
studies, as the mentioned volume ‘Cultural Studies revisited: Nordlicht/
Revontulet – Aufbruch in Österreich und internationale Entwicklung’
(Dorer et al. 2021) testifies. Through the individual insights of scholars
who had personally experienced it, the volume investigates and interro-
gates the developments and the future of cultural studies in the authors’
respective institutional contexts, with a primarily focus on the germano-
phone and especially Austrian trajectories. What I find striking is that,
despite the differences in the understanding of what translating cultural
studies has meant and means at a personal level, all the contributions in
the volume highlight a fundamental ambivalence. On the one hand, they
acknowledge the cross-fertilization which the Austrian (and German) aca-
demic landscape has experienced thanks to the encounter with cultural
studies, especially in terms of spreading counter-discourses and resistance
towards established practices. On the other, they also recognize that
such developments have been ‘absorbed’ by the established disciplines.
The personal biographies of the scholars who remained in the germano-
phone area confirm such ambivalence: even those who have continued
to do cultural studies in the long run have done so under disciplinary
labels, such as history, media studies, sociology, etc. Furthermore, most
scholars observe a lack of distinctiveness of cultural studies in both
countries, despite the higher degree of institutionalization of cultural
studies in Austria, especially since the late 1990s. As a consequence, it is
reasonable to deduce from the comparability of the outcomes that it is
not the institutionalization per se that is responsible for a lack of distinctive-
ness. It is rather the rigid disciplinarity of the university structures which
makes it hard for cultural studies to flourish while maintaining its political
engagement. In fact, as Christina Lutter rightly stresses, the loss of distinc-
tiveness has characterized not only cultural studies, but also the Kulturwis-
senschaften (Lutter 2021, p. 196–197). I fully share her view that both the
construction of rigid boundaries between cultural studies and Kulturwis-
senschaften and their superficial interchangeable use – such as in literal
translations – are misleading to the extent that they impede the important
work of confronting differences and asymmetries (Lutter 2021, p. 1976).
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In this regard, translational gaps can be very telling. For example, the
different translations of Bachmann-Medick’s book ‘Cultural Turns. Neuorien-
tierung in den Kulturwissenschaften’ (2014a) offer various solutions for the
term ‘Kulturwissenschaften’. The English subheading reads ‘New Orientations
in the Study of Culture’ (Bachmann-Medick 2016a). While this loss may be of
very little relevance to the majority of readers interested in the significance of
the cultural turns, a reader who would look for possible sites for a ‘meaningful
rendez-vouz’ between cultural studies and Kulturwissenschaften would miss
important information: namely that an overlapping of their maps is more
likely to happen in this pluralized version. This requires an understanding
of translation which goes beyond the translation of texts, and engages
with both the trans- and the extradisciplinarity of cultural studies. Roman
Horak (2021, p. 173) stresses precisely this deficiency when he criticizes
that scholars in Germany and Austria have worked much more about cultural
studies than with and on them. Addressing this gap was the main goal of the
collaborative project ‘Cultural studies and Kulturwissenschaft(en): a transla-
tional attempt’, which Gil Rodman and I planned with the aim of intertwining
maps and networks between cultural studies and Kulturwissenschaften
through the lens of translation. As I have already mentioned, the German
Research Council (DFG) is organized around disciplinary boards and the Kul-
turwissenschaften do not have, so far, such a board of its own.7 Choosing the
board to which to submit a proposal is therefore always a gamble. In light of
these reflections, the distinction between Kulturwissenschaft and Kulturwis-
senschaften is not so much a matter of epistemology, but a significant
issue with respect to the distribution of resources within the German aca-
demic system. This aspect was indeed at the core of passionate discussions
when the Kulturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft was founded in 2015. Promot-
ing a singular Kulturwissenschaft as an autonomous discipline was, in the
eyes of the supporters of the ‘singular’ project, a way to push forward the
achievement of an autonomous DFG-board responsible for the evaluation
of project proposals, thus getting better access to research funding. In the
case of our project, we decided to submit the proposal to the board for ‘Ver-
gleichende Literatur- und Kulturwissenschaften’ (comparative literatures and
Kulturwissenschaften) because it was at the time the only one to at least
include the label ‘Kulturwissenschaften’ in the name – even though we
would have contested this label under other circumstances (but I will come
later to this point).

To conclude my argument with respect to the politics of translating cul-
tural studies and Kulturwissenschaften, I want to pinpoint that many connec-
tions and discrepancies remain invisible or unquestioned because of
linguistic fragmentation – that is, because they happen in different languages
– or because they get poorly translated. To borrow an example from journal-
ism, media scholars have evaluated the grade of Europeanization of public
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discussions and public opinion in Europe by analysing media contents in mul-
tiple countries (the grade of transnationalization of European public spheres,
as it is called). These studies demonstrate a convergence between topics, but
still a very national contextualization of them (Hepp et al. 2012a, 2012b). A
concrete example of this kind of fragmentation is the coverage of the
Olympic games in the respective national media, which mainly focus on
the victories of national athletes. Rather than the formation of a shared Euro-
pean public sphere these studies highlight a fragmented picture of multiple,
juxtaposed national public spheres (Hepp et al. 2012a, 2012b). Such fragmen-
tation has been problematized in debating the question of whether the lack
of a common language across Europe endangers democratic participation in
the European Union. Indeed, the acquisition of ‘the’ national language has
long been regarded as a fundamental prerequisite to political participation,
and acquiring the national language is still one of the main prerequisites
for ‘foreigners’ to become ‘citizens’ of European States.

If we transfer this discussion to academia, the question becomes whether
the legitimacy of the knowledge produced should be measured by consider-
ing (among other things) its capacity to overcome a fragmentation due to
translational gaps. It would be important to think, for example, about how
we can use lingua franca English to enhance, rather than obscure, diversity,
contributing to spread a ‘heterolingual address regime’, to recall Sakai
(1997). This should be seen as a trans- and extradisciplinary, and as a translin-
gual project, especially since translational approaches tend to privilege each
of these aspects at the expenses of the other.

Stuart Hall (1992, p. 281) wrote about the people at the Birmingham Centre
‘We were organic intellectuals without any organic point of reference’. While
recognizing that the lack of material resources is a major challenge, I also
wonder whether not having any organic point of reference constituted an
excellent prerequisite for the kind of intellectualwork conducted at the Centre.

Against this background, the construction and strengthening of intellec-
tual networks which cross the multiple boundaries and borders of academia
is a fundamental prerequisite for translating cultural studies and enhancing
its polyvocality. After all, the way in which Hall translated Gramsci’s work to
study race and ethnicity in the British context is tightly linked to the arrival
of Lidia Curti in Birmingham with a copy of Gramsci’s ‘Letters from Prison’
– which had not been translated yet into English – in her suitcase (Curti
2017, p. 175). Translation is a collective work.

In the following section, I consider these aspects of translation by reflect-
ing upon my own trajectory, in order to offer a concrete example of how a
translational approach can offer effective instruments, not only to oppose
the dominant homolingual mode characterizing academic structures, but
also to address the marginalization and racialization of linguistic difference
in European immigration societies.
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Translating cultural studies in the Foreign Language Studies

I have a background in linguistics and teach Romance Kulturwissenschaften
in a faculty of Foreign Language Studies. Doing cultural studies in this
context has always felt very much like translation work.

First, because Romance Cultural Studies is neither a discipline in a tra-
ditional sense, nor it is comparable with cultural studies, which, institutionally
speaking, in the context of the Foreign Language Studies, is located within
English and American Studies (Anglistik). This alone explains why meaningful
rendez-vous between cultural studies and other traditions of the study of
culture are hindered by structural boundaries.

Second, the development of Kulturwissenschaften in the context of
Romance studies is a relatively recent one. On the one hand, to recall Bach-
mann-Medick (2014a, 2016a), it can be seen as a consequence of the ‘cultural
turns’ in the Humanities. On the other, Kulturwissenschaften has occupied
the field of what used to be called ‘Landeskunde’. The Landeskunde devel-
oped in the 1970s and 1980s as a third field alongside literary and language
studies in the context of Romance studies. The original purpose, which was of
opening up the philology to the research of social and political processes in
the respective countries, did not find institutional support (Röseberg 2018).
Instead, Landeskunde ended up following a normative approach to culture
and cultural diversity, for example by offering students some contextual
knowledge of foreign countries in terms of history, socio-political and econ-
omic realities. Differences would become very easily ‘culturalized’ since cul-
tural expressions and norms would be regarded through the lens of the
opposition Self/Other: that is, by approaching Italian or French or other ‘cul-
tures’ from the perspective of a ‘stranger’ (e.g. transferring basic and sim-
plified information about national festivities, geography, historical periods,
arts, etc.). According to this paradigm, Landeskunde was taught by so-
called ‘foreign language lecturers’ (Fremdsprachenlektor*innen), who
would come from the respective countries and would be able to mediate
the respective ‘authentic’ language and culture. Not being a proper Wis-
senschaft (because no proper research was needed), the Landeskunde has
accordingly occupied a secondary place with respect to literary studies and
linguistics, which also resulted in a different position being granted to the
foreign language lecturer within the academic system. Because of space con-
straints I cannot delve deeper into the politics of Landeskunde here,8 but I do
want to stress the striking similarities between the politics of Landeskunde,
also with respect to the formation of identity, and what Sakai (1997, p. 40–
71) writes in regard to the formation of the Japanese subjectivity in the
context of Japanese intellectual history: he speaks in this regard of a
regime of ‘cofiguration’ to explain how Japanese intellectual history has
developed a monolithic idea of ‘Japanese thought’ and identity as being
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opposed to ‘the West’, instead of illuminating the discontinuous histories and
the multilingual and hybrid cultural formation characterizing the Japanese
archipelago (Sakai 1997, p. 60–61). This is reflected by pedagogical assump-
tions which automatically accord to ‘Western’ or ‘Japanese’ readerships the
capacity to access their respective histories from within it, or which induce
them to feel premodern and early modern documents as written in their
own language even if the evidence suggests that those languages sound
rather foreign for today’s speakers (Sakai 1997, p. 46–49).

In Pelillo-Hestermeyer (2022), I have analysed the connections between the
(re)production of modern knowledge frameworks, the regulation (and limit-
ation) of access to hegemonic spaces, and the hierarchical distribution of
power inscribed in academic practices – such as the Landeskunde –which insti-
tutionalize (b)orders between the Self and the Other. With the cultural turns in
the Humanities, the Landeskunde has been replaced – at least in the intentions
of the new curricula following the Bologna reform9 – by the Kulturwissenschaf-
ten. While a normative approach to culture has been replaced by constructivist
and criticist approaches, a boundary between the Self and the Other have
remained in multiple fields of practice. To give an example, the language com-
petence to be achieved in the course of the curriculum follows the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), which conceptualizes
the process of learning a language in linear steps, graded on the progressive
scale A1-A2-B1-B2-C1-C2. This model will be familiar to those who have
attended language classes, since teaching materials like textbooks are also
structured according to the CEFR’s scale. Whereas the CEFR is useful to
compare theproficiency of learners of different languages, it is also problematic
with respect to taking the diversity of the trajectories of the speakers into
account (Pelillo-Hestermeyer 2022). Examining language diversity in the
context of globalization, Jan Blommaert (2010) stresses:

The crux of the matter is that we need to think of issues such as linguistic
inequality as being organized around concrete resources, not around languages
in general but specific registers, varieties, genres. And such concrete resources
follow the predicament of their users: when the latter are socially mobile, their
resources will follow this trajectory; when they are socially marginal, their
resources will also be disqualified. In both cases, the challenge is to think of
language as a mobile complex of concrete resources. (Blommaert 2010, p. 47)

Instead, the CEFR disregards such dynamics (Pelillo-Hestermeyer 2022) by
conceptualizing any learning process as a series of standardized steps which
are represented on a linear continuum from the basic (A1) user to the proficient
(C2) user (Council of Europe). Although socio- andpsycholinguistic research has
widely demonstrated that such distinction is inconsistent, and has problema-
tized the ideological assumption that considers monolingualism as the norm
and multilingualism as the exception (among others, Irvine and Gal 2000,
Herdina/Jessner 2002, Kelly-Holmes and Milani 2011, Busch 2012, 2017,
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Pelillo-Hestermeyer 2018, 2022), the CEFR remains the principal reference in
Europe to formally describe foreign language proficiency. Brigitta Busch
(2012) has emphasized this point in her book entitled ‘Niemand ist einsprachig’
(Nobody is monolingual):

By stating ‘Nobody is monolingual’ I mean exactly this: the experience, which
everyone is aware of, of belonging or not-belonging because of differences
in one’s different ways of speaking. From this perspective, the ‘monolingual’
would only refer to someone who has never experienced this, who has never
felt as ‘Other’ by speaking. (Busch, 2012, p. 7)10

Accordingly, any speaker is, in their own way and according to their own
trajectory, multilingual (think of the rendez-vous example in section ‘Cultural
studies through a translational lens’). Nevertheless, a majority of people in
Europe and elsewhere feel monolingual and consider multilingual speakers
to be the exception. Why?11 First of all, because of the hegemony of mono-
lingual ideologies, which relates to what Sakai (1997) calls ‘homolingual
mode of translation’. The invisibility of multilingualism strengthens such
hegemony. In section ‘Cultural studies through a translational lens’, I men-
tioned studies of the Europeanization of public spheres, which highlight a
fragmentation of national publics. Such a fragmentation is also linguistic in
nature. In this regard, Monica Heller (2006) uses the term ‘parallel monolingu-
alism’, while Sinfree Makoni and Alastair Pennycook (2007) use ‘pluralised
monolingualism’, to highlight that there is not linguistic plurality in the
mere juxtaposition of single language communities. One could wonder
why, in the political discourse in Europe, the lack of a common language is
not considered to be a major problem with respect to democratic partici-
pation, as was the case in the post-unification of the nation states. The avail-
ability of translation services, not the sharing of a common language, is seen
as the means to guarantee every European citizen access to the life of Euro-
pean institutions. In the broader picture, enhancing multilingualism and
putting it at the core of European democracy and diversity has consisted,
in the policies of the European Union, of enhancing the visibility and the
power of the national languages12 (Pelillo-Hestermeyer 2021, p. 199). In
this regard, the European ‘parallel’ model of diversity is seen also as a
response to globalization and to the hegemony of ‘global’ English. Enhancing
multilingualism, however, does not mean enhancing any kind of multilingu-
alism. In fact, the promotion of multilingualism in Europe is organized around
a hierarchization which grants the national languages a higher position than
the regional languages and minority languages, which is reflected also by the
material resources invested in their promotion. Any other language spoken in
Europe, even if it is spoken by Europeans, such as the so-called ‘migration
languages’, is considered not to belong to Europe, and as such, not to be pro-
moted. Those languages are consequently far less visible in media, and they
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are not regularly taught in public schools. Isn’t that a particularistic, national
approach to oppose globalization and to promote diversity? The ideological
tangle that sustains such linguistic policies is rooted in a territorial ideology of
language, identity and heritage, according to which it is neither the speaker,
nor the community of speakers who live in Europe, that determines whether a
language belongs, but rather the historical presence of that language on
European soil (Pelillo-Hestermeyer 2022). A significant example of such terri-
torialized way of thinking is the fact that in the course of the Brexit nego-
tiations there have been voices pleading for abandoning English as a
working language of the European institutions. Moreover, the ideological
separation between the Self and the Other according to a territorial paradigm
follows the idea that stasis, understood as long-term presence on a specific
territory, is the norm, whereas mobility and migration are the exception
(Nail 2020, Blommaert and Verschueren 1998, p. 117–147). It is within this
ideological framework that migration flows are mediated through represen-
tations of migration as ‘crisis’ (Lynes et al. 2020) and addressed accordingly in
political discourse. In this regard, the considerations by Chambers and Car-
iello (2019) stimulate the questions of what and whose European history
and heritage are considered to be legitimate reference points for determining
which languages and speakers belong.

Similar tangles characterize the politics of knowledge in the Humanities.
The Romance studies, and the Humanities in general, have long opposed
the spread of English, and have done so as a strategy to resist the margin-
alization of national heritages. In light of the expansion of neoliberal poli-
tics in public universities, resisting the power of global English also
represents a reaction to the progressive cuts of material resources to the
faculties. The Romanistenverband (the Association of germanophone
Romance studies scholars), for example, has long accepted only panels in
either German or in Romance languages for the biennial conferences of
the Society.

Against this background, I want to raise the question of whether such a reac-
tion to a kind of internationalization that we do not like ends up reproducing a
model of parallel monolingualism (metaphorically): a particularistic approach
which does not do justice to the complexity of culture. By itself, the example
of howmisleading it would be to translate cultural studies, literally, with Kultur-
wissenschaft(en), estudios culturales, études culturelles, studi culturali etc.,
shows that translingual, rather thanmultilingual translationsaremorepromising
in terms of stimulating meaningful rendez-vous in transcultural encounters.
Translating would mean, in this context, taking advantage of lingua franca
English to enhance, rather than obscure linguistic diversity. Suresh Canagarajah
(2013, 2022) offers a variety of examples and strategies to decolonize academic
writing and teaching by adopting translingual practices while using the lingua
franca English.
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Moreover, opposing ‘global’ English by strengthening a model of ‘parallel
monolingualism’ often ends up enhancing what Elisabeth Barakos and Char-
lotte Selleck (2019) have called elite multilingualism, that is, an ideology which
assigns different power to different languages thus reinforcing inequalities –
in form of cultural capital, symbolic and exchange value (Bourdieu 1982).
Such hierarchization is driven, on the one hand, by the preservation of
specific heritages; on the other, by the commodification of language in the
context of a ‘global’ market economy (Duchêne/ Heller 2012; Blommaert
2010). In the context of the Foreign Language Studies, for example, so-
called ‘big languages’ (such as English, Spanish and French) occupy a domi-
nant position in the global market. For example, they are taught at school
more than other languages, like Italian or Portuguese, which in turn, are
more likely to be taught than Arabic or Turkish. Public schools have therefore
a greater availability of positions for teachers of ‘big languages’. Moreover,
given that the majority of the students aim to become teachers in public
high school, the greater or smaller availability of positions influences the
choice to study a specific language rather than another (Pelillo-Hestermeyer
2022). In addition, when languages like Arabic or Turkish are taught at school,
such an offering is framed in public discourse as a means to promote ‘inte-
gration’, as if learning a language which is neither global (like English) nor
a so-called ‘heritage’ language (like French or Italian) would not contribute
to educate students, or people in general. After all, why should students
not learn Arabic or Turkish at school, especially if they live in societies
which invest great resources in ‘integrational’ politics? Why is speaking
Arabic or Turkish in public discourse more often associated with the
inadequate use of the national language than it is considered to be of advan-
tage? Why do classifications such as migration and heritage languages
remain unquestioned in political discourse and everyday conversations as if
they were merely descriptive (rather than prescriptive) labels? Why do
racism and right-wing extremism so seldom get related in public discourse
to the great ignorance by the ‘tolerant majority’ (Blommaert and Verschueren
1998) of languages and cultures which are considered to be ‘foreign’, to be
the languages of the Others? Translation work becomes in this context a
method, not only for questioning the ‘foreign’ in philology and in society,
but also for pinpointing the instability of hegemonic ideologies, politics
and economies.

Concluding remarks

The internationalization and globalization of academic work has increased
the number of publications in English in the Humanities and in the Social
Sciences, with the effect that activities taking place under the label of cultural
studies are sometimes just poor translations. This demonstrates indeed a loss
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of distinctiveness. However, I do not think that such loss of distinctiveness
depends in and of itself on the encounter with ‘other’ approaches to the
study of culture. Multiple projects within and outside the anglophone
sphere have demonstrated quite the contrary – e.g. cultural studies ‘with
Hong Kong characteristics’ (Reisenleitner 2021, p. 259) or African cultural
studies projects (Wright 2021). In this paper, I have stressed that meaningful
rendez-vous between cultural studies and Kulturwissenschaften, cultural
studies and (socio)linguistics can and should happen by taking the discrepan-
cies as a chance to reflect on transcultural negotiations and the politics of
translation. In turn, translation work, understood as a trans- and extradisci-
plinary, translingual and collective enterprise, opens up great chances for cul-
tural studies to re-think and emphasize its distinctiveness.

This work is not only important, but necessary to oppose intellectual
elitism, as Gramsci has so strikingly highlighted in his critique of Italian intel-
lectuals in the context of the Southern question. Contemporary analyses,
such as the work of Chambers and Cariello (2019), Sakai (1997) and Barakos
and Selleck (2019), demonstrate that this critique is still topical. Moreover,
thinking and acting in translation is needed far beyond the academic practice.
Human history sadly offers plenty of examples of borders and conflicts con-
structed in the context of ‘regimes of cofiguration’ (Sakai 1997, p. 60–61) and
parallel models of diversity. The current war in Ukraine is just one topical
example of how the rhetoric ‘one language-one people’ has been symboli-
cally abused to justify a military invasion.13

I started my reflections on translating cultural studies by pointing to
Umberto Eco’s idea of translation as saying almost the same thing, thus
stressing that translating always implies negotiating, choosing what is
essential and what becomes secondary in another, possible world. But
while Eco exemplifies processes of negotiation by referring to texts, I
want to ask: what are the choices to be taken when translating cultural
studies and what are the limits of the negotiation? In other words: When
does the translator becomes a traitor?14

This question has been a major concern within the debate on translation.
Stratton and Ang (1996) highlight a contradiction which I have experienced
with a certain regularity: on the one hand the consciousness that translating
cultural studies is all but reproducing universalistic frameworks of knowledge;
on the other, the acknowledgment that this work happens in the context of
(a) the internationalization and globalization of academic work, and (b) the
commodification of culture (including language).

Put it in other terms, the dilemma of decolonializing knowledge and ques-
tioning universalism, but being embedded, at the same time, in a globalized
academic market, and even enjoying the advantages of such internationaliza-
tion. A significant part of the grants I have received for my research activities
were situated in the context of policies aiming to ‘internationalize’ German
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academia or to foster European integration, or ‘integrational’ politics. It is also
for this reason that translating cultural studies has often felt as doing almost
the same thing.

According to Eco, a good translation is one which achieves a good compro-
mise between the individual creativity of the translator and the loyalty to the
text. He concludes his book with some reflections which do not leave the
reader with a definitive answer with respect to how to become a great trans-
lator, but point at least to what distinguishes a translator from a traitor:

The celebrated faithfulness of translations is not a criterion which leads to the
only acceptable translation […]. It is the decision to believe that translation is
possible as long as you have interpreted the source with passionate complicity.
It is our engagement in identifying what is for us the deep sense of a text, and
the ability to negotiate at each moment the solution which we think is the best
one. In any dictionary you will not find the word exactitude among the syno-
nyms of faithfulness. You will find instead loyalty, devotion, allegiance, piety.15

Notes

1. The English translation of the book title reads ‘Mouse or Rat? Translation as
negotiation’. The literal translation of the Italian title would be instead
‘Saying Almost the Same Thing’.

2. It is telling that Nestor García Canclini, comes to comparable results by analyz-
ing heritages in Latin America from a postcolonial perspective (García Canclini
2009).

3. Original source: ‘Le voci dell’altrove, pur se immerse nella travolgente dinamica
del mercato globale tardocapitalistico (compreso quello accademico), hanno
introdotto linguaggi (in tutti i sensi della parola) che minano le basi stesse del-
l’umanesimo occidentale’ (Chambers and Cariello 2019, p. 61).

4. Original source:

[…] una differenza profonda nel benessere materiale, come anche di un
diverso rapporto storico dell’essere umano con l’ambiente, e ancora, una
specifica visione delle categorie di monumentale e vernacolare. E’ spec-
chio, però, anche di un’ulteriore dicotomia, ossia quella tra urbano e
non urbano, tra città e campagna. (Chambers and Cariello 2019, p. 68)

5. ‘Kulturwissenschaf’ is the singular, ‘Kulturwissenschaften’ the plural form in
German.

6. In Lutter’s words:

Es war schon um 2000 klar, dass es sich dabei vielfach um Scheingefechte
handelte und dass solche vereinfachenden Abgrenzungen mehr den
Blick für wesentliche gemeinsame Zugänge verstellten als sie weiterhal-
fen, wichtige differenzierende Arbeiten an den Begriffen zu leisten.
Ebenso verschleierten solche Kategorisierungen wesentliche
Unterschiede unter ähnlichen Etikettierungen. (Lutter 2021, p. 197)

7. The board of the Kulturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft submitted a petition to
the DFG in order to obtain its own board for the Kulturwissenschaften in
2021, but the request has been declined. The DFG offered in exchange the
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possibility to nominate candidates for the three boards devoted to literary
studies.

8. For further details I point to Pelillo-Hestermeyer (2022).
9. The Bologna Reform is the process of standardizing university curricula in

Europe with the aim to achieve more direct comparability and to foster aca-
demic mobility. It is called after the University of Bologna, where the final agree-
ment has been signed in 1999.

10. The original source reads:

Mit dem Satz “Niemand ist einsprachig” meine ich genau das: eine Erfah-
rung, die jede_r kennt, jene des Dazu-Gehörens oder eben nicht Dazu-
Gehörens aufgrund unterschiedlicher Arten des Sprechens. Einsprachig
wäre demnach nur, wer diese Erfahrung nie gemacht hat, wer sich im
Sprechen nie als “anders” erlebt hat. (Busch 2012, p. 7)

11. I will mention here only few reasons and refer to Pelillo-Hestermeyer (2021) for
further details and a broader discussion.

12. Art. 3(3) sub-para. 4 of the Treaty on European Union, for example, reads: ‘It [the
EU] shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that
Europe’s cultural heritage is safeguarded and enhanced’ (Official Journal 2012
C 326/13).

13. The Russian government has justified the invasion as an act of protection
towards the Russian-speaking minorities living in Ukraine. On the other hand,
the Ukrainian president Wolodymyr Zelenskyy has contrasted this rhetoric,
among others, by making regular use of his ‘native’ Russian to exhort the
Russian soldiers to leave Ukraine. In both cases linguistic diversity has been
made relevant to, respectively, escalate and deescalate the conflict.

14. In Italian the idiomatic expression traduttore-traditore (translator-traitor) is linked
to the polysemy of the Latin verb tra-ducere, which means ‘to transfer’, but also
‘to secretly transfer’ (transferring a city to the hands of the enemy = to betray). In
metaphorical sense the pun points to the ambiguity of translation and the risk
that the translator ‘betrays’ the core message of what they translate.

15. Original source:

La conclamata fedeltà delle traduzioni non è un criterio che porta all’u-
nica traduzione accettabile […]. La fedeltà è piuttosto la tendenza a
credere che la traduzione sia sempre possibile se il testo fonte è stato
interpretato con appassionata complicità, è l’impegno a identificare
quello che per noi è il senso profondo del testo, e la capacità di nego-
ziare a ogni istante la soluzione che ci pare più giusta. Se consultate
qualsiasi dizionario vedrete che tra i sinonimi di fedeltà non c’è la
parola esattezza. Ci sono piuttosto lealtà, onestà, rispetto, pietà. (Eco
2003, p. 364)
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